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Marginal Equivalence
in v-Spherical Models
Carmen Fernández, Jacek Osiewalski, and Mazk F.J. Steel

A new class of continuous multivariate distributions on zER" is proposed. We define these so-called
u-spherical distributions through properties of the density function in a location-scale context. In
pazticular, we introduce two funaions, u(-) and g(), subject to certain restrictions. By choosing
u(.) we fix a distribution on the unit radius sphere S"-t while g() serves as the labelling function.
We derive conditions for properness of u-spherical distributions and discuss how to generaze them in
practice. It is shown that under a common improper prior on the scale pazameter r i any u-spherical
model with the same u(.) will lead to the same p(z,p), where p is the location parameter. This
marginal equivalence implies, in particulaz, that the choice of labelling function g() is completely
irrelevant to posterior inference on ~, once the isodensity sets aze determined by some choice of v(~).
Note that the location pazameter p is typically of interest in our context. The same inference
robusmess will apply to unobserved elements of z. Uoder proper priors on r we can still find
Bayesian models with u-spherical sampling densities and common v(.) that are marginally equivalent,
but our robusmess results are much more modest here. The name "v-spherical" is motivated by the
faa that these distributioos generalize the classes of spherical (when u(-) is the lZ-tarm) and !q
spherical (when u(.) is the ly-norm) distributions. Isodettsity sets will still always be located around
p, but ezchangeability and axial symmetry aze no longer imposed, as is illustrued in some examples.
Interestingly, all the robusmess resulu found previously for spherical and !9 spherical models catry
over directly to u-spherical models.
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1. Introduction

The class of v-spherical continuous multivariau distributions is introduced and defuied
through properties of the density function. Interesting special cases of this class aze the lq
sphericat distributions as introduced in Osiewalski and Steel (1993a), which are themselves
generalizations of spherical distributions, as discussed in Kelker (1970), Cambanis, Huang and
Simons (1981), Dickey and Chen (1985), and Fang, Kotz and Ng (1990, Chapters 2-4).
Isodensity sets of v-spherical distributions are located around a corturwn point, but
exchangeability and axial symmetry (both implicit in lqspherical distributions) aze not imposed.
A transformation to polar coordinates greatly facilitates the discussion of existence of vspherical distributions and suggests a simple approach to choosing the function u(-), which
determines the isodensity surfaces.
We examine the marginal equivalence [see Osiewalski and Steel (1993c)] of Bayesian
models with v-spherical sampling densities, and prove that posterior inference on the location
vector as well as predictive inference are fully robust within the class of v-spherical sampling
distributions with common v(.), provided we choose a standard diffuse prior on the scale
pazameter. This theorem directly extends results for l9 spherical models obtained in Osiewalski
and Steel (1993a). Using a proper prior on the scale pazameter precludes such strong robustness
results, but we can still find marginal equivalence between particular Bayesian models.
As a by-product of the latter analysis, we extend some well-known distributions to l9
sphericity.

z
2. v~pberical Sampling Actributions
D4jinilion 1: z- (z~,...,x,~' E it" (na2) has a u-spherical continuous distribuàon with location
~-(~1,...,p~l' E lt" and scale i1 E JR~, denoted as x... S~ (~, ill,~, if its density function is
given by

P8(xl~.T) - ~8l~(T(x-~)11,

(2.1)

where v(.) is a scalar function such that
(i) u(.)70 (ezcept possibly on a set of Lebesgue measure zero)
(ii) u(ka) - k u(a) for any k Z 0, a E B",

and g(.) is a nonnegazive function. Furthermore, v(~) and g(-) are chosen such thaz ps(x ~~, r) is a
proper density.

~

'Ilte isodensity sets follow immediately from Defmition 1 as
(x E e":UlT(X-{l)1 - CYJ,

where a 7 0. If v is a norm, they could be considered spheres with respect to v-norm centered
at ~. This fact motivates calling these densities "u-spherical". The labelling function g(.)
determines the actual density value attached to any isodensity set.
L.et us consider the conditions on v(-) and g(.) imposed by Definition 1. First, define yr(x-k). Now, for y E !Q" (n z 2),
p8 (Y~k, rJ - P8 ()') - 8(v(YJ), i.e. y- S~(0, I„1.
A transformation from Cartesian coordinates (y1. -..~ yn-1. Y,~ ~ Polar coordinates (~t, ..., ~"-t,
u), where
(Jt, ..., W".Z E (-xIZ,

i~2),

W"-t E[O, Z i), u E (~,

-F ao),
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will prove useful. iitis transformation takes the form

y~- u

rl

IIcos~i sinsv~.ut~ ,

I SjSn-1,

i.t

(2.z)

n -2
yn- u

n CAS41i
i~

CAS(Jn-1 ~utn,

n -2

which leads to p8(~1,
where t- (tt, .. , t,~1'.
..,~n-I,u) - u"-IB[u'v(t)j IIcos"-I-ir.,~,
If we define s" - n cos"~t-'m; and replace u tiylr- u.v (t) - v(yJ, we get

p8(rvf. .... svn-1. rJ -~ t S(N Iv(t)1 "S".

(2.3)

Thus, properness of (2.3), required in Definition 1, is equivalent to
m
OG r r"-Ig(r) drG.oo

(2.4)

[v(t)1-" Sn d~t....dmn-1 G ioo,

(2.5)

in combination with
UG ~

where D- (- 2, Z 1

n-2

x[0,2r).

Denote the latter integral by c~ t. If v(.) is fixed, a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of v-spherical densities is that c~ is nonzero and finite. Then any nonnegative g(-) such
that

~
(2.6)
6 r"-tg(r) dr-cV

defines a particular n-dimensional u-spherical density. This establishes a one-to-one correspondence between n-variate u-spherical densities (with given v(.)) and proper univariate densities
over the positive real line,
Pq(r)-c~ I r"-'B(r).

(2.7)
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Also note that, in (2.3), (wt, ..., w".t) and r are independent and only u(-) (not g(.)) determines
the disvibution of (wt, ..., w"-t), Biven by p(wt, ..., w".t) - cv s" [v(t)]-". 11te lazur disvibution
uniquely defines a disvibution on the unit radius sphere S"-t in the n-dimensional Euclidean space
as there is a one-to-one correspondence between (wt, ..., w"-t) e D and points on this sphere.
We now examine in a bit more detail whaz properties are induced by conditions (i) and
(ii) on v(-). First of all, let us note thaz (2.4) requires thaz litt~,-,,,r"-tg(r) - 0. In the case thaz
we choose a function g(-) that monotonically decreases to zero, unirtwdality is assured by
property (ii). In other words, isodensity sets for z- Sv (~, r"t I") will always be located around
~. 7ite combination of conditions (i) and (ii) implies thaz the intersection of any isodensity set
with any ray emanating from ~ contains exactly one point, except possibly for a set of points in
B" with Lebesgue measure rzro (which would correspond to u(-) - 0).
For particular choices of v(~), we obtain special cases of v-spherical densities that have
appeared in the literature. If v(.) is chosen as the lqnorm in 1t" extended to qe (0, oo], then we
generate the class of lq spherical disvibutions, as described in Osiewalski and Stcel ( 1993a). If
we specialize even further to the !Z-norm, we characterize those disvibutions thaz are usually
referred to as spherical in the literature [see Kelker (1970), Cambanis, Huang and Simons
(1981), Dickey and Chen ( 1985), and Fang, Kotz and Ng (1990)].
In the special cases stated above there exisu exchangeability and also symmetry of the
density function [see Fang et al. (1990, p.5) for a discussion of exchangeability as a(weak)
concept of symmetry of multivariate disvibutions]. As an example of a valid v-function which is
still a norm but dces not possess exchangeability, we mention
~(4)-

m
~
i~l

~ai~

q

~
q~

n
~

~Qi~

k

~
k

i~m~l

where n - (a~,...,a,~~ e R", n~2, and q, k z 1 with q;t k. In addition, v-spherical disvibutions do not impose axial symmetry of the density function, as will be illusvazed in the examples
in Section 3.
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An alurnazive way of generalizing spherical distributions is described in Nachtsheim and
Johnson (1988). They start from the stochastic representation for spherically distributed y, which
is y d RU~"~ with R a scalar positive random variable and U~"~ distributed uniformly on S"~t and
independent of R[see e.g. Fang et al. (1990)]. Their family of distributions is generated by using
nonuniform distribu[ions on S""t while keeping RZ distributed as a Gamma with p.d.f. f~
(RZ ~ nf2, l l2) and only inursects with the class of v-spherical distributions for the Normal
distribudon.
Definition 1 has bcen stated in urms of a general location vector ~. In practice, we ofun
parameuriu ~ in utms of a lower-dimensional parameur y. Two leading ezamples are the case
of a common mean where k - y~ with scalar y and the regression conuxt where
p- h(W, y) and w is a mavix of exogenous variables. In this paper, however, we will not
explicitly specify the form of the prior on ~.
3. Choosing the [undioo v(.) through S~t
This section comments on how to choose functions v(.) in practice. A natural approach is
to first define v(.) on S"-t by invoducing a function up(.) for m- (~~,...,m"-t) E D, which
corresponds to S"-t in polar coordinaus, and letting u(t)-vP(~). Then we use property (ii) of
Definition 1 to exund v(-) to R". Under (ii), imposing properry (i) is then equivalent to choosing
uP(~) strictly positive on D, except for a possible set of L.ebesgue measure uro.
A sufficient condition for exisunce of u-spherical distributions is then easily shown to be:
(iii) There exists e~0 such thaz the Lebesgue measure of {~ED : Vp(~) G E} is uro.
We stress that the latter is merely a sufficient condition, which is illusvated by the following
ezample in BZ.

6
~le 1: We specify uP(.) in terms of polar coordinates on St as follows:
uP(~) - (x2 - (~x)z)tia for ~ e [0, 2r).
Clearly the sufficient condition stated above is not fulfilled here. However, this choice of u(')
dces allow for ~-spherical
densities, since
r
c,; t -

( (up(m))-z d~ - r.

Interestingly, the contour plot of u(.), and therefore of any v-spherical density, shown in Figure
1, displays isodensity lines which are not compact in Bz. '[ttus, through appropriate choices of g,
i.e. satisfying~ ~r) ~-R-t, we generate a class of v-spherical densities with rather unusual
characteristics."Figure 2 presents a plot of the density surface for g(r) - i t exp(-rzR).
Figtue 1: Contours Example 1

Figure 2: A density for Exampk 1

Due to the fast convergence of up(~) to zero for ~ ~ 0 and vat 2r, we obtain a proper density.
Clearly, for up(~) -(rz -(~-r)z)` with a ~ 114, the integral (2.5) is also finite. However, if we
take a-112, which corresponds to the half-circle, v-spherical densities will no longer exist.

In the following example we impose ( iii) such that existence of v-spherical distributions is
assured.

~Ie 2: Let n-2 and uP(~) - sin (~Zlx) exp (~l(2r)) t x for ~ e[0, 2r). Using any nonnegative function g(.) fulfilling (2.6), we can now generate a particulaz u-spherical density.
Figures 3 and 4 display the contour plot of u(.) and the graph of the v-spherical density for g(r)
a exp(-r2121, both centered at p.
Figure 3: Contours Example 2

Figure 4: A density for Exampk 2

4. Marginslly Equivalent Bayesian Models
Consider a parametric family P-(p(z~~, b) :,B c B, b e Gj of probability densities for a
vector observation z, where ~ is a parameter of primary interest and ó is a nuisance parameter.
Suppose also that there is another pazametric family P. -(p.(z~~,~o) : S e B, ~o e~j for x in
which ~ plays the same role as in P ( e.g., p is a location pazameter for both P and P.), but ~p
need not be linked to ó (even the dimensions can differ). Now consider the two Bayesian models,
i.e. joint densities for observations and pazameters,

P(x,Q.b) - P(xi~.d)P(Q,b),

(4.1)

p.(x,Q,~o) - P~(xl d,~)P~(R.w),

(4.2)

where p(i4,d) - p(~)p(d;p) and p.(~,~p) - p.(~)p.(~p~~) are prior densities for the parameters of
P and P., respeaively.
If ~ has the same interpretation in both paramevic families, we can regard it as having a
reality independent of the choice of P or P,, and thus we will naturally require that the marginal
prior density of ,B dces not depend on the choice of the sampling family, i.e.
P(d) - P.(R).

(4.3)

The issue is whether we obtain the same marginal posterior inference about ~ and predictive
inference on x using P or using P.. For this to be valid, the Bayesian models in (4.1) and (4.2)
must be marginally equivalent [see Osiewalski and Steel (1993c)] for x and 1?, i.e. integrating
out b in (4.1) and ~y in (4.2) should lead to the same density of x and ~
P(x.Rl - P.(x.R).

(4.4)

Under (4.3), (4.4) reduces to the requirement that the marginalized likelihoods
P(xiQ) - 1 P(xis.d)P(bilj)dd
n

(4.5)

P~(xiQl -

(4.6)

and
f P~(xiQ,f~)P.(SOiQ)drG
~

be identical, i.e. P(x i R) - P~(x i Q)-
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Defirtition 2.- Two Bayesian models (4.1) and (4.2) aze marginally equivalent if the implied
marginal likelihoods in (4.5) and (4.6) coincide.
In this paper, we will consider marginal equivalence of Bayesian models with v-spherical
sampling densities, keeping v(-) fixed and allowing the labelling function g(.) to vary betwcen
the models. In this context, the location parameter p is of interest, whereas the scale r t is a
nuisance parameter. For clarity of exposition, we shall identify both d and ~p in (4.1) and (4.2)
with the corresponding scales, and we implicitly condition on any additional pazameters in either
model thaz may index the labelling function. The latter parameters were treated in an explicit
manner in Chib et al. (1991) and Osiewalski and Steel (1993b) for certain spherical sampling
models.
S. Inference Robustness with Improper Priors
We now focus on marginal equivalence of Bayesian models with v-spherical sampling
distributions, and we specify an improper reference prior on the scale. Our main result shows
that, under this prior specification, any two u-spherical models with the same v(~) aze mazginally
equivalent.
Thcorcm 1: If z - S~(~, i11,~ and we assume the improper prior
P(T i p) - P(T) - k T1.

(5.1)

k ~ 0, then
Pg(z 1lr) - P(x i p) - k c~ [V(x-~11~.

(5.2)

Proof: We need to integrate out r from the joint density p8(x,r;~), which is the product of (2.1)
and (5.1). Using the one-to-0ne transformation from (x,r) to (x,r) where r- v[r(x-p)J - r v(x-p) and integrating out r through (2.6), the result follows.

~

lo
The prior in (5.1) is an improper Jeffreys' type prior on r, which is widely used to
represent a lack of prior information about the scale or as a useful reference prior. Combining
(S.1) with any S~(~,r ll,~ sampling density on the observables x results in the marginalized
likelihood (5.2), which, in combination with p(~), implies a proper posterior density p(p~x)
provided
P(x) - J P(x I w)P(P1dw ~~.
)it"
If part of z is not actually observed ( e.g. missing data or forecasting), then the out-0f-sample
predictive density can be obtained from p(x).
The main implication of Theorem 1 can be deduced from the functional form of (5.2),
where g(.) no longer appears. In other words, for a given u(.) satisfying (2.5) any choice of g(.)
which leads to a proper sampling density in (2.1) will produce the same inference on p and the
unobserved part of x. Therefore, the prior in (5.1) is sufficient for complete robustness of
posterior (on p) and predictive inference within the entire class of u-spherical sampling distributions with a particular choice of v(.). The type of robustness we achieve here is termed 'inference robusmess" in Boz and Tiao (1973, p. 152) and "model robusmess" in Berger (1985, p.
248).
As an immediate consequence of marginal equivalence of Bayesian models with different
sampling densities, such robustness dces not hold for the scale parameter r; in fatt, the entire
influence of the choice of labelling function g(.) is summazized in the conditional posterior of r
pq(rlx,W) -c~~{u(x-F~)}"

~-~BIu{r(x-F~)}I,

(5.3)

which is proper by (2.6). Cleazly, r given ~ is updated by the sample information and its
posterior dces not preserve the functional form in (5.1). Thus, Theorem 1 dces not hold for more
than one independent vector observation from S„({c,r~I,~1, and achieving robustness seems a

I1
hopeless task in the case with repeated sampling.

6. hlarginal Equivalence with Proper Priors
[n this section we examine marginal equivalence of Bayesian models with v-spherical
sampling densities and common u(.) under proper priors on the scale parameter. This latter
choice will prevent inference robustness within the entire class of v-spherical models (as in
Seaion 5), but we will show that some cases of marginal equivalence can still be found.
The one-to-one cortespondence established in Section 2 between n-variate v-spherical
densities (with a given u(~)) and univariate densities over the positive real line, enables us to
characterize marginal equivalence in terms of identities in one dimension. For convenience, we
shall consider the univariate density of w-rlr - v(x-~), given ~ and r. Now an operuional
definition of marginal equivalence of the Bayesian models:
pq(x.l~.r) -Pg(xil~.r)Pg(rll~)P(k).

(6.1)

where p8(x;~,r) is v-spherical as in (2.1) and the models differ in the labelling function g(.), is
simply that the univariate densities
m
m
Pg(wiW) a ~ Pg(wiW,r) Pg(riW) dr-c~ ~w"-~ (,n 8(~) Pg(r~P) dr

coincide for all g(.) considered. An example of marginal equivalence can then be constructed on
the basis of the three identities in Appendix B. Any beta-prime (or invertecf beta) density of w,
given p, can be represented as mixtures of three differem types, implicitly defining a set of
marginally equivalent Bayesian models ( for any particular choice of p(~)) in (6.1). Generally, the
identities in Appendix B can be used to represent a Beta-prime density of some power of w, say
~ (d~0).
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Theorem 2: The Bayesian models as in (6.1) with
p8(xllr,~) P8(~iW) - dc~ 2-.,id ~(sld)J - ~ r' w'-" ezp I-( 2)d i fo I~~ á, Zd I,

(6.2)

r a~m'S

a m bd). (6.3)
d
r' w'-" (It~ r~)-~ot~t:~id fe (,fl~ d,d.
P8(xlW.f)P8(~Ik) - à c~ r~ad ~r~~~

r
P8(xll~,rd)P8(f ~K) - dc„

ets

r` w'~ (I-~~)~eid)-11(nvGl)f!B(~I
d
r(~~r(~l

e~s,a, .b~)(6.4)
d d

are marginally equivalent for any choice of m, e~0.

Proot Direct calculations show that the sampling densities of x in ( 6.2), (6.3) and (6.4)
corcespond to
P8(~I~, f) -fc(~Isld, f~12),
P8(~~k. ~) -f~B(~~(atm)Id. sld, r~),
p8(~ ~ l~. ~) - fe(~ ~ sld. eld. rd).

respectively. Using ( I.1) -(I.3) from Appendiz B we obtain, for all models, the same density of
~ given ~ only, namely
P(~ I~) - fie (~ ~ ald, sld, bd).
which leads to the following marginalized likelihood common to (6.2) -(6.4):
r

Pq(x i W) z dc~

a'S

(

a d s b-' w'-" I 1 t( 61
r(~)r(d)
l l J

d

-la~s)

a.

~

(6.5)

Note that in (6.2) -(6.4) differences in tail behaviour of the sampling model are exactly
compensated by the propenies of the conditional prior of rd. The tail of ~ in ( 6.3) is heavier
than that in (6.2), which is neutralized by a truncated prior of ~ as opposed to the gamma prior
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used in (6.2). 71ie sampling model in (6.4) has a truncated tail and then marginal equivalence
requires a prior of rd with a thicker tail than the gamma.
An interesting example of marginal equivalence arises when we

apply Theorem 2 with

d-q and s-n in the specific context of lq spherical sampling densities with finite q. From (6.5)
the following marginalized likelihood can be obtained:

k~,
Pi(ziW) '

ain

I' ~al b"

~1.~
"'

x~-~i
6

(6.6)

9J
where kqLr2I'(ltll

L

l

9J

~.

7iie density in (6.6) could be called an l9 Student density, since it generalizes the Student r
density (for q-2) with degrees of freedom a, location ~ and precision matriz a b~ I~ to general
n
values of q. Using Theorem 2 for xR -~ I z;-~; I9, we immediately notice that (6.6) can be
the result of the following models, given ~i~~

p~(z1P.z~ Pi(T'IW) - k~ 2'

s" exP I-(T?)alÍdt~ I a,?v
l

1

aam~n
q
atm l

pt(z1W.t~ P~(z7N) - kf
~

`

4

J,

a~w~"

s~l~(tw)']

~

j t1
~

a m

(6.7)

6~

(6.8)

9~4

9 1
nie

P~z ~ ty.t~~ Pr~~~ ~ W) - k,

C

~-~
t" ~1-(zw)o]~ 1(cw ~ 1)

nte a
f~TVI

l9l
where m and e can both take any positive value.

9,9,b-,~

(6.9)
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The

sampling densities implicit

in (6.7) -(6.9) are generalizations of well-Icnown

densities, to which they specialize in the case q-2. The density p8(x~p, f~) in (6.7) can be
obtained by independent sampling from exponential power disvibutions [see Box and Tiao (1973,
Ch. 3] and shall be called lq Nortnal. It extends the usual Normal with mean p and variance r~
1" to 19 sphericiry. In (6.8) we recognize an lq Student sampling density with afm degrees of
freedom, location ~ and precision matrix (atm) ~ I". Finally, the sampling densiry in (6.9)
generalizes the n-variate Pearson Type II density fP~f (x~e, W, r~ I,J as defined in Appendix A,
to an l9spherical densiry.

7. Conclusion
We define v-spherical multivaziate continuous distributions on yeB" through properties of
the densiry function, p8(y). A transformation from Cartesian to polar coordinates facilitates
characterizing pd(y) by the distribution of the angles which uniquely determirtes a distribution on
S""t, fixed by the choice of u(.), and a disvibution on the positive real line p8(r). This immediately leads to simple necessary and sufficient conditions on g(.) and u(.) for the existence of vspherical densities.
Since choosing a distribution on S"-t is equivalent to choosing a particulaz v(.), it suffices
to specify v(.) on S""t and to extend it to R" using property (ii) in Definition 1. This is instrumental in generating v-spherical densities in practice, as is shown in two examples, and leads to a
simple sufficient condition for the ezistence of u-spherical distributions.

The concept of mazginal equivalence of Bayesian models is applied to the particular
context of u-spherical sampling models where the location parameter ~ is the focus of interest.
Theorem 1 shows that all v-spherical models with common v(~) aze marginally equivalent if we
assume an improper Jeffreys' rype prior densiry on the scale parameter. This implies complete
inference robustness of the posterior for ~ and of the predictive densiry, and extends earlier
robustness results obtained for 1q spherical and for spherical sampling models [Osiewalslti and
Steel (1993 a,b)].
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In the case of proper prior densities on the scale pazameter, we can only obtain mazginal
equivalence between pazticular combinations of v-spherical sampling densities (with the same u(.))
and conditional priors on the scale. We use the one-to-one correspondence between p8(y) and
p8(r) given v(.) to characterize mazginal equivalence in terms of univaziate identities. 77ie three
representations of a Beta-prime density provided in Appendix B lead to the marginally equivalent
models in Theorem 2. In the special case of !q sphericity this involves generalizations of several
well-known distributions.

Appendix A: Probability Density Functions

A k-variate Normal density on z e Bk with mean vector b e B~` and PDS kxk covaziance matrix
C:
jN (x ~ b, C) - lRx1't I C I I~ exp - r4 (x-b)' C -~ (x-b).
A k-variate Student r density on xER~` with r~0 degrees of freedom, location vector beBt and
PDS kxk precision matrix A:
I,
js(x~r,b.A)-

r'k
2

r.k

t
k ~A~;~1.~(x-b)~A(x-b)1

T(Zl(rx)?

` .

J

A k-variau Pearson 11 density defined on the support E- {x e Ik~`:(z-b)'CI (x-b) ~ 1} with r~0,
location vector,b E R~` and PDS k x k scale matrix C:
k?r
~

I
~C~

r-1

~[1-(x-b)~C-t(x-b)]~

ijxEE,

jPll(x ~ r,b,C) -

ijx~E.
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A gamma density on z10 with a,610:
fc(z ~ a,bl - b`(I'(a)l1 z`"1 exp(-bz).
A beta density on v e (O,c) with a,b ~ 0:

fa(v I a,b,c) - cT~Q)r~b)

a-~
lcJ

b-i
l1 cJ

A thrce-pazameter inverted beta or beta prime density on z~0 with a,b,c~0 [see Zellner (1971,
p. 376)]:
fie(z ~ a.b,c)- cT~á)r~b) ( c 1

b-i r 14 c 1-ia.b)

Appendix B: Three Representations oC a Beta-prime Density
m
frB (z ~ a,s,b) - ~ fc(z ~ s, r~2) fc(r ~ a, b~2) dr.
m

jrB (z ~ a,s,b) - ( f!B(z ~ a tm, s, r1) fe(r ~ a, m, b"r) dr,
~
frB (z~a,s,b) -(fB(z~s, e, r"1)f~B(r~ste, a, b'1) dr,
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